
BUYING GUIDE

KUNGSHAMN
Modular seating series

Create your own sofa
KUNGSHAMN modular sofa makes it easy to create a sofa that suits you.  
All modules can be used freestanding or put together into the combination  
you want. You can create a new sofa by switching modules around or adding  

 
yet timeless look. And the Bonnell springs mean that you sit comfortably. 

DESIGN
Mikael Axelsson

MODELS
1-seat module 
corner module 
footstool module

Modular

Bonnell springs

Guarantee

10years

Read more in the  

ALL PARTS AND PRICES

width × depth × height

1-seat module Corner module Footstool module

Total price including cover

IDEKULLA

Beige $1,150 592.481.84 $1,350 392.453.70 $950 692.481.93

Pink $1,150 892.481.87 $1,350 992.453.67 $950 992.481.96

YTTERED

 Multicolour $1,150 292.481.90 $1,350 892.453.39 $950 392.481.99

 Frame only $850 003.824.00 $1,000 203.824.04 $700 503.824.07

Cover only

IDEKULLA

Beige $300 203.824.23 $350 103.825.03 $250 703.843.25

Pink $300 003.824.43 $350 403.825.11 $250 203.824.99

YTTERED

 Multicolour $300 903.828.77 $350  403.828.27 $250 303.824.94

See more at

IKEA.com.hkAll units require assembly, please refer to the price tag. Product information is for reference only,  
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KUNGSHAMN modular sofa consists of modules that you can use 
freestanding or together. Big or small, straight or with a corner, 

while their wooden and metal frames make them stable.  
 

 
a completely different way. Here we show just a few examples of  
all the possibilities. You can quickly and easily create a new sofa 
combination by switching around or adding modules. If you would  

 
planning tool.

Washing  
instructions

Resistance to 

IDEKULLA
Two-toned subtle structure. 100% polyester. 25,000

YTTERED
Printed fabric with a bright pattern. 100% cotton. 25,000

HOW TO BUILD COMBINATIONS

1-seat module Corner seat module Footstool module

+ +

 

abrasion is tested by using a machine to rub it against another 

 
Tough tests are an important way to check the durability of our 

Yarn-dyed fabrics are more durable than fabrics with printed 
 

The fabric is also affected by how you use your sofa of course.

GOOD TO KNOW

2-seat modular corner sofa

Total price including cover
beige 692.453.64 $3,850
pink 692.481.74 $3,850

multicolour 492.495.46 $3,850

1-seat module × 1
corner module × 1

3-seat modular sofa

Total price including cover
beige 992.513.82 $4,800
pink 092.513.86 $4,800

1-seat module × 1
corner module × 2

footstool module × 1

3-seat modular sofa

Total price including cover
beige 492.513.94 $5,750
pink 592.513.98 $5,750

1-seat module × 1
corner module × 2

footstool module × 2

4-seat modular sofa

Total price including cover
beige 292.456.10 $4,600
pink 892.453.44 $4,600

1-seat module × 2
corner module × 1

footstool module × 1


